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About This Game

Mankind has colonized Proxima Centauri b, a tiny desolate world around a dim star, just 4 light years away. The Mimic is a
predator native to this world. It's a perfect hunter and it has escaped containment. You're all that's left from a crew of 10.

The Mimic

In this unique platform puzzle solver, you take control of the Engineer whose every move is shadowed by the Mimic. As you
move, so does the Mimic. There is a connection between the two of you, if you get your Mimic killed, you die. If you get too

close, you die.

You don't just have the Mimic to fear, there's also the deadly environment you have to watch out for too. Malfunctioning
defence systems, security grids and dead ends where you can trap yourself in with your Mimic, could all easily lead to your

death.

Key Features

Solve tough and challenging puzzles as you avoid the ultimate predator.
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  -Escape is your only route to survival.

Unique Mechanic
  -If your Mimic dies, so do you. This introduces a whole new way of navigating levels, keeping track of both characters
requires a lot of skill.

Story driven single player campaign.
  -Discover what happened to the dead crew through their logs and documents.
  -Learn about the crews' mission, the base you inhabit and the world you colonized.

Local two player coop.

Time Trial mode to test your puzzle solving skills.

Over 85 levels

Full Xbox and Steam Controller Support

Level Editor

Includes a level editor with steam workshop integration, allowing you to create and upload your own puzzles(beta).
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Title: The Mimic
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Silhouette Wolf
Publisher:
Silhouette Wolf
Release Date: 17 Nov, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or Higher

Processor: Any Intel Core 2nd Generation processor Equivalent or Better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 600 Series Equivalent or Better

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 8 GB available space

English
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10\/10, best flying through the air 300 times and throwing controller simulator 2017.. Easy, fast and addicting...

Maybe it does not worth the 10 \u20ac
But you should give it a try anyways!!!

. I quite like this game. It's casual difficulty, with a little rampy bump for bosses. I haven't played it long, but I know it's a game
I will play a lot because it's fun. It's got some nice RPG elements to it and the simple graphics and stuff appeal to me. I got this
for $0.99 during the steam winter sale, and it's worth the full asking price of $4.99 IMO. Will be watching this developer for
more games in future too.. After having played the game during early access, and loving it, I must say that I am no longer feeling
the same way about it. A newer update completely changed the game for me, and has made it more frustrating than fun.

For example: first level is insanely hard to beat, even on the easiest difficulty I could find. There is just way more going on than
there was before it was changed. Honestly, a casual mode should be really easy and that's all I expect. Because of this change, I
feel as if the game was a waste of money and time and will no longer have a place on my machine.

For those who enjoy a challenge, I say go for it. For those who just want a time killer, and don't like listening to the same song
three times in a row, take your money elsewhere.. wanna 1hit everything? heal every second a huge amount of health?
wanna beat the game?
then buy this DLC. worst game ever -__-. I like the aesthetic of the game and its music. It takes some time to understand all the
mechanics but it's a very good puzzle game. An you get a badge. DUDE ALL I CAN DO IS WALK AND SWIM AND I
ALWAYS SPAWN ON AN ISLAND. I... I don't..
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Very relaxing and enjoyable game, looking forwards to even more new levels.. Like others have said, its far too over simplified
as is. We'll see if the DLC makes a difference when it comes down to $5. Shame because it has a lot of potential otherwise.
. This is a pretty good Third Person Shooter with full story co-op and AI temates that are often more effective than human
players.

It plays a lot like Gears of War crossed with Mass Effect Muliplayer and features a very good drop in drop out coop mode
which has plenty of checkpoints to minimize frustration. A bit lacking in polish but very advanced and ambitious for an indie
game. Feels like a steal considering the price.

A couple of weak points are the "magic" system which doesn't really seem to work though you can get through the game without
using it and the fact that the ammo crates aren't universal so you will constantly find yourself dropping weapons so that you can
pick up one which is compatible with the local ammunition boxes. This was probably added for realism but it is annoying and
doesn't add anything good to the game.

Another weak point is the fact that the game directs you to use grenades on the first armored helicoptor but later in the game,
you face a second armored helicoptor which has exactly the same design but is impervious to grenades (you can only kill this
one by going upstairs and grabbing the special heavy weapon which will enable you to shoot it down though the game doesn't tell
you this and even gives you a box of useless grenades as if trying to trick you into rage-quitting.)

Other than that though, it is mostly a good game. Be warned however, the ending is a cliffhanger. This game was obviously
intended to have a sequel which was never made. I hope they make a sequel someday but I wouldn't bet money on it.. Think of
this games as a lackluster Serious Sam. It has the same feel as a Serious Sam game, things just don't come together as smoothly
as they do with Sam. I would give this rating a "neutral" if possible, a "yes" if you really enjoy Serious Sam - type FPS, and a
"no" if you like higher quality shooters a la Crysis, Far Cry, Bio Shock, etc.

Considering this was a one man job and I can't say that it wasn't enjoyable. I would ultimately recommend buying this game
when it's on sale.. Quick facts:
No janky physics or weird bugs.
Appealing voxel-style characters.
Fantastic bullet-time gameplay.
I turned a river of rats into a river of blood.
Might be a bit short, but a lot of VR games are.

Check out our gameplay video here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bIZU3qH0C4M

Love what I've played so far. I stripped people. I saved people. I stabbed people. I grabbed bullets out of the air and turned them
around at the people who shot them.

I'm not really sure how long the game is, but this is one of the most polished and well-designed VR games I've played in awhile.
Would solidly recommend.. awsome game my kid loves it!!
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